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The Environment Committee works to bring together expertise, energy and ideas
from across the College to help reduce Clare’s environmental footprint.

Headline achievements for the year:
 Gold award in University’s annual Green Impact competition
 exciting evidence-based poster campaign by Clare Goes Green
 innovative re-use of slates in Old Court refurbishment
 lowest recorded term-time meat consumption
 extensive green outreach under lockdown

Buildings
2. Overall 2019-20 saw an
increase in both gas and
electricity use across the
college. However, our gas
usage is still 5.6% down on our
baseline year, 2012-13.
Encouragingly electricity use
in Memorial Court (the biggest
user) was the second-lowest
recorded, and 15.7% down on
the 2012-13 baseline.

Memorial Court
electricity use (kWh)

Green Impact competition
1. News just in - led by Jo Costin, the Clare team has received a Gold Colleges
award in the University’s Annual Green Impact scheme (and would have done even
better if many planned activities had not been thwarted by the COVID-19
pandemic).The auditors were particularly impressed by the Clare team’s efforts to
communicate on sustainability issues both around the college and also to college
members now working from home. Clare has won a Gold or Platinum award for six
years in a row.
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Annual Memorial Court electricity use 2012-20 (in kWh).

3. Over the year Clare Goes Green has run a series of evidence-based poster
campaigns to encourage members of college to reduce their carbon footprint in
different ways. These make very clear the things we do which contribute most to
global heating – flying and driving, leaving radiators on, eating meat rather than
plant-based meals, and buying lots of teeshirts. These posters have made such an
impact that several other colleges are now using Clare Goes Green posters.
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Waste
5. The College has maintained its high level of
recycling (just over 50% of all waste by volume).
However, sending waste to landfill costs almost twice
as much as recycling it, so financially as well as
environmentally we are extremely keen to increase
recycling rates still further.
6. Initiatives to help achieve that include a recycling
event run by Jackie Searle, where staff, students and
fellows heard from Amey Cespa’s Jonathan Crisp
about what exactly can be recycled; the MCR’s
Greencycle cupboard, located by Clare Court gates,
where departing students can leave good-condition
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poster design: David Barton, Adam Hardy

4. The ongoing refurbishment of Old
Court is designed, wherever possible,
to address environmental concerns.
One unusual innovation is re-using the
roof slates. Some of the existing
Collyweston slates, once removed, can
be cleaned and re-dressed. This makes
them smaller - so the smallest slates cannot be reused. However, slate size
changes from top to bottom of the roof, and the larger slates can be re-used by relaying them higher up, in the next phase of the project. The re-dressing of the
slates is carried out by hand, and the re-opening of Collyweston mine, which
provides the new slates, has helped to keep these traditional skills alive (see
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=UNqI1XwP1U&feature=emb_logo). Elsewhere on the
roof the plain tiles have all been re-used. The lead on
the roof is also all being re-used.
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The Collyweston tile roof of old Court.

household items for incoming graduates to adopt; the new borrow-a-bag scheme
initiated by Clare porters, enabling people on their way to shop to re-use a bag
rather than having to buy a new one; and a fantastic poster campaign – again by
Clare Goes Green - featuring Clare alumnus Sir David Attenborough explaining
where to put different kinds of rubbish.
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Catering
7. The focus of the Catering
Department’s environmental
work over several years has
been to reduce our overall
consumption of meat
(especially beef and lamb) in
favour of lower-footprint
alternatives. Another Clare
Goes Green poster explains
why. These efforts are
showing clear results, with
term-time meat
consumption in 2019-20 at
its lowest level so far
recorded.
Oct-Jan meat purchases (kg)
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8. As well as Veggie
Mondays, spearheaded by
Emma Healey, other
activities to promote
greater uptake of plantbased meals have this year
included a vegan formal hall
(which raised funds for vets
working to treat animals
affected by the Australian
wildfires); and Clare Goes
Green’s VeganuClarey
campaign, to which 60
people signed up.
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College purchases of meat 2012-20 (in kg). Data are for
Oct-Jan only, to enable comparison with 2019-20 (for which
data availability has been limited by lockdown). Purchases
in 2019-20 were 11.6% lower than in the baseline 2012-13
year, and 23.5% down on the 2014-15 peak.

9. Looking to 2020-21, Lee
Corke and his team will be
responding to UCS survey
results by replacing one of
the buttery dinner-time meat or fish options with a second vegetarian or vegan
offer, and by reducing how often ruminant meat is offered to just once or twice
per week. The catering and conference teams are also planning to meet with some
of our leading conference clients to explore ways of reducing College’s summertime meat consumption.
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Gardens
10. The gardens have of course been rather this disrupted year, but Steve Elstub
and his team have contributed information on the wildlife using the gardens to the
Backs Biodiversity Survey, and are
planning over the course of next year
to introduce some native plant
species to the edges of the Memorial
Court front lawns.
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Life under lockdown
11. Despite lockdown, Clare’s
sustainability efforts have continued.
In April Committee Secretary and
Green Impact champion Jo Costin
sent all staff and fellows an email
outlining top tips for saving energy
while working from home - from
filling the kettle with only as much
water as you need to making DIY
draught excluders. And the everenergetic Clare Goes Green team
have set up a Green Weekend
mailing-list scheme that goes out to
over 150 people right across the
University.

Committee members, 2019-20
Lizzie Ashworth (Conference and Marketing Associate)
Andrew Balmford (Chair)
David Barton (Clare Goes Green)
André Cabrera Serrenho (CRA Rep, then Fellow)
Lee Corke (Catering Manager)
Jo Costin (Secretary)
Steve Elstub (Head Gardener)
William Foster (Fellow)
Andrew Friend (Fellow)
Georgia Fulton (MCR Rep)
Abby Glaze-Nelson (UCS Rep, Michaelmas)
Deborah Hoy (Buildings Manager)
Gepetto Price (Staff Rep)
Oscar Simms (UCS Rep, Lent & Easter)
Jackie Searle (Accommodation Manager)
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